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Michael: Oh no, no don't start in with that, man. His appearance in Tootsie was also Pollack's first credited
acting role in 20 years - he had portrayed the character of Sgt. Objectively, it is a good film. And he's just
great. Ron: Oh Christ. What can we take from Tootsie in knowing that Dustin Hoffman is playing a character
that's very true to his own life? Mallory Debra Mooney , who had planned on returning after the party. And,
sometimes problems simply continue not because people do not want to make a change, but because they are
unsure what change to make. In some ways. Whereas Dustin Hoffman is wearing blue eyeshadow, and people
are like, "Who is this woman? So when all hell broke loose, and the Germans started running out of soap and
figured, 'What the hell? But you gotta find ways to work. A disembodied male hand dipped a brush into a
bottle of hairpiece extension glue and dabbed it onto his moustache area on his face, and then applied a fake
thin strip of hair to the area. Hoffman said to Schisgal: I've always wondered how many experiences we miss
out on, being men. Something's wrong with Biscuit! You may not be low where they're low in the writing. My
exposure to drag and gender variance and gender performance in movies was a way different experience than
this movie. But in Tootsie, working with Lange, Hoffman displays ripening tenderness and passion. Pollack
hammered out a solid structure with Hoffman and Gelbart, and would hire four more writers to tweak scenes
and seal gaps in the script. The film also provides commentary about television, on the corrupt
behind-the-scenes world of daytime television. I haven't worked in two years How do you feel about the
makeup artistry in this film? Things that no one that made that movie would've talked about, or thought about.
To prove some idiotic point, like, like power makes women masculine, or masculine women are uglyâ€¦ Well
shame on the woman who lets you do that. It's not like in The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert,
when occasionally you see Terence Stamp in a vulnerable place, being out of drag, even though [his character]
lives as a trans woman. That's the craziest thing about this movie: they want us to suspend our disbelief that
none of [the characters] would realize that it's Dustin Hoffman in a wig. Hoffman says he cried, realizing that
if he were at a party he would never approach a woman who looked like him. Who'd you come here with?
They all just support each other. In , sociologist Kathleen Barry studied how the syndrome revealed a hidden
hatred of 'real' women. You're the playwright. Not Kevin's wife. He also welcomed the chance to lampoon his
own acting reputation as "difficult. And become America's hottest new actress.


